Dear Parents
A

fter reviewing all of the lessons we completed since
the last newsletter (December 2015), I was pleasantly
surprised at what we have accomplished. From learning
about the basics of robotic technology with Cubelets,
Sphero and BeeBots; to diving back into block coding with Scratch
and CODE.org,; and to now be combining both of these two technologies together with Makey Makey and Lego WeDo kits, it has been a very busy winter. This
newsletter will provide more details about these past lessons, and leave you with
some insights of how we will end the school year. If you have any questions or concerns about anything you read in this
newsletter, please email me at kdonovan @nhart.org and I will be happy to explain more about the program. Thank you!
Mrs. Kathy Donovan, DELTA STEM Educator

ROBOT Fun!
Kids love robots. Whether it be from the last
Star Wars movie highlighting the anthropomorphic tendencies of the well-loved BB8
robot, or the just the astonishing wonder of a piece of metal
speaking like a human, robotic technology
brings great fascination for all of us kids.
I began these lessons by a defining for students just what a robot truly is: “A machine
designed to accomplish a task”, and although
they all want to believe these bots have
human feelings like BB8, I explained to them
how engineers are still struggling to design a
machine that can be as intuitive and expressive as a human.
As I started this unit, National Public Radio (NPR) was also
reporting on the current robotic technology trends from a tech
conference in Las Vegas, so I shared some of these reports with
my students. We briefly discussed how the robotic technology
field has moved away from focusing on a robot with full artificial
intelligence (AI), to working on having robots do specific task (ex:
Roomba will just vacuum). In
explaining this, I was attempting to provide my students
with a foundational understanding of just how wonderfully complex our human
brain is, and, they are the most
amazing problem-solving
creatures to facilitate change
and invent new solutions. We
talked about how robots are
only as “smart” as the intelligent human beings who provide them with a set of
instructions, or algorithms, via code and sensors, to
follow. With that, our journey began.

Students grade 3-6 were involved
in engineering and math lessons
using Cubelets and Sphero, and
students in grade 1-3 worked with
sequential coding challenges
with BeeBots and Lego WeDo.
All children were exposed to
making a robot work through
either push button directives, drag-and-drop block
algorithms, or sense-thinkact challenges. The lessons were very productive and enjoyable for
all, and I was left feeling
confident that
my students were
able to witness what it
really takes to make a
computer “think”. All it
took was a the intelligence of a human to
think it through.

To see more of this fun
unit, You can view pictures
and videos on my webpage.
Go to:
newhartfordschools.org/
donovan
> STEM Scrapbook >
DELTA STEM pics.
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Code to Learn
After February break, STEM students dove back into computer coding. Grades 2-6 began their work in Scratch.mit.edu while Grade 1
began discovering coding with Course 1 in CODE.org
The Scratch website originated on the campus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and is virtual space that allows users of all
ages to create games, stories and other projects with a block-based
coding language. While CODE.org provided puzzles to STEM students to learn the basics of computer coding logic, Scratch provides
a free reign canvas to create and explore new independent coding
projects.
As a creative thinker, I personally relish the freedom to play and create meaning in my work, but, as an elementary teacher, I also know
the importance of providing my students with platforms of meaning
within this freedom. When effectively done, it provides opportunity for students to reflect,
provide inspiration, and ultimately articulate the work
needed to attain mastery.
To try and accomplish this I
had students work through
ways to create code that
they could apply to future
projects as well as ways to personalize it and make it more meaningful. For example, students in grades 5 & 6, were provided assistance
to create a maze-game; students in grade 3 utilized Google’s amazing CSFirst.com video-guided
gaming lessons, and in grade 2, students were
eased into Scratch by completing coding tasks
with directive prompts to code the graphical
characters, (called sprites) to dance, communicate knock-knock jokes to each other, and create
random screen art.
As a STEM teacher it is my ultimate goal to show
how the tenets of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Math) inform each other. The Makey
Makey device, in accompaniment with a coded
Scratch project, achieves this purpose.
A Makey Makey inventor or engineer must incorporate his/her coding knowledge, along with the science of circuitry into his/her design.
The invention challenge, for students in grades 4-6, was to create a

Makey Makey is a circuit board that provides a bridge from the
computer algorithms written in Scratch to an 3D object (input
device) the students create. DELTA STEM students will have the
opportunity to apply their circuitry knowledge to this process
as their object must have fields of conductivity to attach to the
Makey Makey board. Students will be able to create interactive
customized prototypes of game controllers, home-made instruments, and other objects their imagination can conjure up with
this electronic board. I encourage you to visit their website at
makeymakey.com to read more about the endless possibilities
that this little device presents to STEM learners.
game controller or instrument to accompany their Scratch project.
I am currently guiding them to be a bit more imaginative in their
creations while also requiring them to communicate with me about
how the circuitry will work. The most challenging part
for students has been to understand how the grounding
element will work within their invention. To assist them
with this, we viewed sample projects of other Makey
Makey inventions on YouTube, and we discussed how the
circuitry might work within it. It conjured up some great
discussions and thought processes about what inventors
must think about first and foremost before working on
the design.
The primary grade students (1-3) will have some exposure to Makey Makey, but I am currently taking advantage
involving them in the lessons within Lego WeDo kits as
much as I possibly can. These kits were made available
to me by the BOCES Mohawk Valley Regional Information Center
(MORIC) for a limited time. Once we have returned them I will give
students opportunity to learn the circuitry concepts of Makey Makey
and also paper circuits using the conductive properties of graphite.

What is UP next

March was the ideal month to work in the labs to continue lessons in computer
coding. Therefore, the previously scheduled Hack Day, paper circuits, and other
computer tech-free projects were put off until late April / May. Students will be
working on using the dime batteries, LED lights, musical greeting cards and pencils
students brought in as part of their STEM supply lists. As always, I will try to take
pictures and post them up on my webpage as they happen, but these are projects
they should be able to easily transport home. If you or your child would like to
know more about these projects feel free to email me at kdonovan@nhart.org,
and I will send you more information on resources so you can take any of these
projects to the next step.
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